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Become a Reseller

Open an Account


Driven by 






Our aim is to equip businesses with the tools they need to reach absolute efficiency, while ensuring the highest levels of accuracy and security.







Automation
Our primary focus, experience and expertise lies in business process automation that makes business more effective and people more efficient




Office Solutions
Number one distributor of specialised office automation equipment in Southern Africa for almost 20 years




Health
Focuses exclusively on the healthcare industry, with its emphasis on digitisation and automation




Service
In-house machine repairs on all PBSA hardware equipment. ISO:9001:2015 certified and audited by TUV Rheinland






Our Solutions
Automation
Our primary focus, experience and expertise lies in business process automation that makes business more effective and people more efficient.
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[image: PBSA storage and robotics]
Warehouse Automation
Scale for fluctuations in your business and improve performance by reducing labor and gaining inventory control in your warehouse.






[image: PBSA storage and robotics]
Storage & Robotics
Designed to address the needs of shippers, such as e-commerce and fulfilment companies, that need to procure and stock multiple size boxes to satisfy varying packaging need
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High Speed Sortation
Tailor made, high-speed parcel sorting systems and high speed letter processing with innovative in-line options
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Production Mailing
Our range of high-speed mail inserting machines in South Africa provides businesses with intelligent finishing solutions that offer non-stop performance
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Packaging Fulfilment
Packaging Systems that meet the requirements for automated, high reliability and maximum flexibility to make your business more efficient
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Finishing Solutions
Our solutions include booklet stitching, perfect binding, collating solutions, paper jogging solutions, perforating, score, slitting equipment and paper drills











LEARN MORE





Office Solutions

Number one distributor of specialised office automation equipment in Southern Africa for almost 20 years.

[image: PBSA Full range shredders]
Shredders
POPI-compliant small-to large-scale shredders
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Air Purifiers
Removes contaminants from the air in a room to improve indoor air quality



[image: PBSA Office pressure sealers]
Pressure Sealers
Secure paper folding and sealing



[image: PBSA Mailing solutions]
Mailing
Franking, Folding and Inserting systems







LEARN MORE








Our Solutions
Health
Focuses exclusively on the healthcare industry, with its emphasis on digitisation and automation.
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[image: PBSA Health pharmacy automation]
Medication management
Medications, whether they are controlled, high-value, or maintenance, require careful consideration at every step for security, tracked access, and accurate inventory.



[image: PBSA Health hospital solutions]
Air Purification - Health solutions
Our product range of smart air purification devices are completely safe for people, animals & the environment.



[image: PBSA Health central fulfilment solutions]
Medical carts and trolleys
Explore our broad portfolio of nursing workstations, mobile computing, and supplies management for your health center.
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Our Solutions
Service
Offering comprehensive routine and specialised services across market sectors
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Warranty, Service & Support
Superior Products, Design & Service.

PBSA provides a comprehensive service program focused on rapid resolution to keep your automation operational and your staff supported.


	
Full technical support for all solutions

	
On-site technical service and support available

	
Expert direct phone support available during normal business hours

	
Remote technical support 

	
Professional services and consultation

	
Continued operational training support.

	
Aligning operating procedures within the automation cycle

	
Change management support.
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Our Valued Clients



[image: Bidvest - PBSA valued client]
[image: BMW - PBSA valued client]
[image: Hollard - PBSA valued client]
[image: SITA Logo]
[image: Nedbank - PBSA valued client]
[image: Sanlam - PBSA valued client]
[image: Standard Bank - PBSA valued client]
[image: ABSA - PBSA valued client]
[image: Altron - PBSA valued client]
[image: Medipost - PBSA valued client]
[image: FNB - PBSA valued client]
[image: Inside Data - PBSA valued client]
[image: South african reserve bank - PBSA valued client]
[image: Canon - PBSA valued client]
[image: Xerox - PBSA valued client]
[image: Mustek - PBSA valued client]
[image: DSV Logo]
[image: Nashua - PBSA valued client]
[image: Ricoh - PBSA valued client]
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and many more
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    Full name and surname
        *
    
    
    
    



    Email
        *
    
    
    
    



    Interested in
        *
    
    		 Warehouse Solutions


		 Packaging Solutions


		 Health Solutions


		 Office Equipment


		 Shredders


		 Recycling
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    Would you like a member of our sales team to contact you?
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    How can we help you?
        *
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Let's do this
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Automation




	Logistics Automation


	Sortation Automation


	Mailing Automation


	Packaging Automation


	Finishing Automation




office




	Shredders


	Air Purifiers


	Pressure sealers


	Mailing




Health




	Medication management


	Infection Control and Sterilisation


	Air Purification


	Medical Carts
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PACKAGING19/7/5/P/PRO/20211123/022






PBSA Office number: 011 516 9400

78 Kyalami Blvd, Kyalami Business Park, Kyalami, 1684
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Automation Solutions



Warehouse
Scale for fluctuations in your business and improve performance by reducing labor and gaining inventory control in your warehouse.

Logistics
Designed to address the needs of shippers, such as e-commerce and fulfillment companies, that need to procure and stock multiple size boxes to satisfy varying packaging needs

Sortation
For a demanding industry with the highest standards

Mailing
Automated mail, letter and parcel solutions, sorting parcels, polywrap bags, magazines and non-standard items with speed, precision and traceability

Packaging
Designed to address the needs of shippers, such as e-commerce and fulfilment companies, that need to procure and stock multiple size boxes to satisfy varying packaging needs

Finishing
Our solutions include booklet stitching, perfect binding, collating solutions, paper jogging solutions, perforating, score, slitting equipment and paper drills


Office Solutions



Shredders
POPI-compliant small-to large-scale shredders

Air Purifiers
Removes contaminants from the air in a room to improve indoor air quality

Pressure Sealers
Secure paper folding and sealing

Office Mailing
Franking, Folding and Inserting systems







Health Solutions



Medication Management
Solutions to automate the entire medication dispensing process: From ordering, storage, and administration to documentation and tracking

Air Purification
Air purification technology for the mitigation of illness and the purification of airborne contaminants and infectious aerosols

Medical Carts and Trolleys
Explore our broad portfolio of nursing workstations, mobile computing, and supplies management for your health center







Automation Solutions



Warehouse
Scale for fluctuations in your business and improve performance by reducing labor and gaining inventory control in your warehouse.

Logistics
Designed to address the needs of shippers, such as e-commerce and fulfillment companies, that need to procure and stock multiple size boxes to satisfy varying packaging needs

Sortation
For a demanding industry with the highest standards

Mailing
Automated mail, letter and parcel solutions, sorting parcels, polywrap bags, magazines and non-standard items with speed, precision and traceability

Packaging
Designed to address the needs of shippers, such as e-commerce and fulfilment companies, that need to procure and stock multiple size boxes to satisfy varying packaging needs

Finishing
Our solutions include booklet stitching, perfect binding, collating solutions, paper jogging solutions, perforating, score, slitting equipment and paper drills


Office Solutions



Shredders
POPI-compliant small-to large-scale shredders

Air Purifiers
Removes contaminants from the air in a room to improve indoor air quality

Pressure Sealers
Secure paper folding and sealing

Office Mailing
Franking, Folding and Inserting systems







Health Solutions



Medication Management
Solutions to automate the entire medication dispensing process: From ordering, storage, and administration to documentation and tracking

Air Purification
Air purification technology for the mitigation of illness and the purification of airborne contaminants and infectious aerosols

Medical Carts and Trolleys
Explore our broad portfolio of nursing workstations, mobile computing, and supplies management for your health center
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Head Office78 Kyalami Boulevard 

Kyalami Business Park 

Midrand 

Johannesburg 

1684

Tel: +27 (0)11 516 9400




SupportHardware imports 

Tel: +27 (0)10 300 4893




Admin & FinanceDebtors 

Tel: +27 (0)10 300 4896

Creditors 

Tel: +27 (0)10 300 489







    
 

    
  
 

This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.ACCEPTREJECT Read More
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